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Abstract

Many epithelial developmental processes like cell migration and spread-

ing, cell sorting or T1 transitions can be described as planar deformations.

As such, they can be studied using two-dimensional tools and vertex mod-

els that can properly predict collective dynamics. However, many other

epithelial shape changes are characterised by out-of-plane mechanics and

three-dimensional effects, such as bending, cell extrusion, delamination, or

invagination. Furthermore, during planar cell dynamics or tissue repair

in monolayers, spatial intercalation between the apical and basal sides

has even been detected. Motivated by this lack of symmetry with respect

to the midsurface, we here present a 3D hybrid model that allows us to

model differential contractility at the apical, basal or lateral sides. We

use the model to study the effects on wound closure of solely apical or

lateral contractile contributions and show that an apical purse-string can

be sufficient for full closure when it is accompanied by volume preservation.

Keywords: wound healing, vertex, modelling, three dimensions,

morphogenesis

1 Introduction

Many morphogenetic events in epithelia can be successfully described with two-

dimensional models. Some examples include tissue intercalation [16], jamming

transitions [4] or collective cell migration [23]. However, monolayers are also
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subjected to observable out of plane deformations like tissue folding [25], invagi-

nation [5], extrusion [7] or delamination [8]. In these cases, two-dimensional

models with folding capabilities [13], or purely three-dimensional models, usually

implemented in the continuum context, seem necessary to capture the underlying

contractile mechanisms.

There are also other problems that, despite being studied extensively in

two-dimensions, contain three-dimensional contributions that have not been

included in their modelling and description. Some examples are neural crest

zippering [11] or wound healing in monolayers [1, 6]. The former in fact originates

from a precedent tissue folding, while experimental observations of the latter

indicate that wound closure has some variations along the cell apicobasal axis

[27]. Understanding forces in these processes requires models that are able to

reproduce both junctional mechanics and deformations that are different at the

apical and basal sides of the monolayer. The present paper introduces a vertex

model that includes these ingredients.

The discrete nature of tissues makes vertex modelling an ideal approach

that has been successfully employed to simulate cell dynamics of monolayers

and study, for example, T1 transitions [3], phase transformations [4] and wound

healing [6, 21, 24]. For further reference on vertex models see for instance the

recent review []).

Three-dimensional versions are more scarce, but have been also recently

developed to study curved monolayers [10], cyst formation in monolayers [5],

folding in epithelial shells [13], or general morphogenesis [19, 18].

We here extend a previous version of our 2D hybrid model to three dimensions

[15], with the ability to uncouple intercalation on the apical and basal sides of

the monolayer. Differential intercalation and the geometrical definition of the cell

poses special computational challenges. The analysis of shape transitions between

the two sides of a monolayer have been analysed for curved monolayers [10].

Differential apical and basal intercalation has also been seen in the Drosophila

salivary gland - termed ”interleaving” [20]. A similar idea is employed here in

flat geometries by defining an intermediate vertex that facilitates neighbours

changes.

In our model, we resort to a hybrid approach, where the cell-centres of

the apical and basal layer are the main degrees of freedom. As is customary

in vertex models, each cell-centre is surrounded by a set of vertices, where

mechanical balance is also imposed between all connected bar elements [2].

Vertex positions are constrained by the triangulation of the cell-centres. By
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inserting these constraints into the equilibrium equations, we manage to reduce

the computational size of the model, which is solely described by cell-centre

positions, and thus simplifies the topological definition of the monolayer. We

note though that despite this reduction, our final equations still include vertex

equilibrium.

Illustrative results are shown by applying the model for the analysis of wound

healing, with specific contractility evolution at the wound edge. Each bar element

of the model adopts a viscoelastic rheology, which is based on a dynamic change

of the rest-length [17, 21], and allows calibrating the short term recoil process.

2 Methodology

2.1 Three-dimensional vertex model

2.1.1 Monolayer geometry

The cells in the monolayer are initially defined by the centres (nodes) of their

surfaces at the apical (top) and basal (bottom) sides, respectively denoted by xiA
and xiB , i = 1, . . . , Ncells. In our simulations, these cell centres are equal at the

apical and basal sides, and correspond to the measured experimental locations

of the cell center of mass.

After applying a 2D Delaunay triangulation on each side, the cell apical and

basal boundaries are then constructed by joining the vertices yI , I = 1, . . . , Ny

on each side. These vertices are located at the barycentres of the triangles that

surround each cell centre. The two 2D layers are then joined with vertical and

diagonal segments that join apical and basal nodes, and also basal and apical

vertices, forming prism-like polyhedra. As a result, each cell is formed by an

apical and basal centre (node) and two sets of vertices defining the apical and

basal boundaries. Figure 1 shows the construction process and final polyhedra.

The initial position of the apical and basal cell-centres (nodes) are taken from

two dimensional experimental images, where cell centre positions are measured.

The cell boundaries are located at the barycentres of the resulting triangles com-

puted from a Delaunay triangulation of the cell centres. Consequently, the initial

cell-centre locations and shape of the cell areas at the apical and basal surfaces

are equal. However, they are allowed to change their connectivity independently

in subsequent time-steps, forming polyhedra that may have different polygonal

shapes and number of sides at each apical and basal surface. The apico-basal
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of a cell with vertex bar elements (red) and nodal bar
elements (black). (b) Definition of intermediate vertices in order to ease different
connectivity at basal surface (left) and apical surface (right).

transition between two polygons with different number of segments is facilitated

by the definition of intermediate vertices, located between the apical and basal

surfaces, as shown in Figure 2.

(a) (b1) (b2)
(b3)

Figure 2: (a) Scheme of a cell with vertex bar elements (red) and nodal bar
elements (black). (b) Definition of intermediate vertices in order to ease different
connectivity at basal surface (b1) and apical surface (b3).

More specifically, the positions of the vertices at the apical and basal surfaces

are computed from the interpolation of the corresponding cell-centres by using

the following constraint equation,

yI =

3∑
i=1

N i(ξI)xiIs, I = 1, . . . , Ntri (1)

where N i(ξI) are interpolation functions associated to each one of the nodes
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I forming triangle I, and ξi a parametric coordinate. Hereafter we set

N i(ξI) = 1/3, so that vertices are located at the triangle barycentres. As a

consequence, the model is a hybrid version between a cell-centred and a purely

vertex model. Vertices are used for defining the cell boundary (cortex), but

cell-centres are kept as degrees of freedom (DOF) describing the whole cell

kinematics. Similar approaches can be found in [2, 15].

The resulting geometrical construction is formed by two coupled networks: the

set of segments ij joining nodes nodal network, and the segments IJ joining the

vertices vertex network. The motivation of the hybrid approach is threefold: i) it

reduces the number of DOF, and thus the size of the resulting system of equations

to solve at each time-step, ii) it allows us to model mechanical interactions

between cell-centres (nodal network of triangles) and joint mechanics (vertex

network of polygonal cell boundaries), and iii) it also provides a mechanical

coupling between the two networks.

In order to define the vertices at the boundary of the patch, we add a set

of boundary nodes which are not the centre of any cell. We note also that

intermediate vertices are free to move as independent DOF, so that they are

not interpolated according to equation (1). Furthermore, we will also relax the

constraint in (1) for those vertices that are at the edge of the wound, and let

all those free vertices, denoted by yIw, to be additional DOFs. As a result, the

kinematics of the monolayer is fully defined by the cell centres positions xi

and the coordinates of the relaxed vertices yIw. We note that this relaxation is

introduced in order to avoid zig-zag effects at the wound edge. The reader is

referred to [15] for further analysis on this effect.

2.1.2 Mechanical equilibrium

In each one of the nodal and vertex network, we distinguish apical, basal and

lateral segments. The total energy of the system W (x,yw) is defined by the

sum of nodal and vertex elastic contributions, and a volume penalisation as,

W (x,yw) = WN (x) +WV (y(x),yw) +WV ol(y(x),yw) (2)
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Each term is defined by,

WN (x) =
kN
2

∑
ij

(lij − Lij)2

WV (y(x),yw) =
kV
2

∑
IJ

(lIJ − LIJ)2

WV ol(y(x),yw) =
λV ol

2

Ncells∑
i=1

(
V i − V i0
V i0

)2

The material parameters kN and kV measure the stiffness of the nodal and

vertex segments, respectively. The measures lij = ||xi−xj || and lIJ = ||yI−yJ ||
correspond to the current observable lengths of each nodal and vertex segment.

The rest-lengths Lij and LIJ are internal variables, not necessarily constant.

Their evolution will furnish viscous properties to the monolayer, and will be

defined in Section 2.1.3. The penalisation parameter λV ol is set to a value such

that relative volume difference |V i − V i0 |/V i0 at each cell i is kept between 5%

and 10%, as experimentally measured [9].

Mechanical equilibrium is achieved by minimising the total energy with

respect to the positions of the nodes and the relaxed vertices, i.e.

∂WN

∂xi
+
WV

∂yI
∂yI

∂xi
+
∂WV ol

∂yI
∂yI

∂xi
= 0, i = 1, . . . , Nnodes (3)

WV

∂yIw
+
∂WV ol

∂yIw
= 0, I = 1, . . . , Nrelax (4)

The terms ∂yI

∂xi are computed from the constraint equation in (1) as, ∂yI

∂xi =

N i(ξI)I = 1/3I, with I = ∂xi

∂xi the three-dimensional identity matrix. Due to

the non-linearity of the equations in (3), the solution is found using a Newton-

Raphson strategy enhanced with line-search strategies.

After each converged step at time tn, with connectivity Cn and nodal and

vertex positions xin and yIw, we compute new nodal and vertex positions, xin+1

and yIw,n+1, respectively, and a new connectivity Cn+1 using a modified Delaunay

triangulation of the apical and basal surfaces. New triangles are formed if their

aspect ratio at time tn+1, denoted by rn+1, is improved according to the relation

rn+1 < (1 + tolr)rn

with tolr a non-negative numerical parameter. When tolr = 0, the standard
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Delaunay algorithm is recovered, while for tolr > 0, suboptimal stretched

triangles and cells are permitted.

2.1.3 Rheological model

Each vertex segment in the model has the ability to respond according to a

viscoelastic rheological law. This law is implemented by resorting to a variable

rest-length Lij or LIJ , which evolves with the following equation:

1

L

dL

dt
= γ

(
l − L
L
− εc

)
(5)

This law reflects the fact that as far as the strain measure (l − L)/L is

different from a contractility εc, the rest-length will evolve, and that L will

remain unchanged when the strain reaches the value εc. It has been proved that

for εc = 0, such evolution law gives a similar response to a Maxwell viscous

model [17]. The intrinsic contractility εc has been included in order to mimic

the contractile state of cells [26, 12].

In addition, we also consider the local actin concentration at the wound edge.

This is implemented through an additional contractility Υ̂c, which increases the

tension at the elastic branch of the vertex segment as

σV = kV 0(εe +
ˆ̂c
Υ)

We will use time-varying values of Υ̂c at the apical and lateral sides of the

cells, as it is explained in Section 2.2. As a result, an additional tension equal to

kV 0Υ̂c is being applied on those vertex segments.

Figure 3 depicts the rheological model employed at the nodal and vertex

segment. The purely elastic behaviour is obtained by the minimisation of energies

WN and WV using respectively stiffnesses kN and kV 0, while the viscous response

results from the implementation of the evolution law in (5) in an additional

energy term WV with stiffness kV . For simplicity and to avoid having to fit

too many parameters, we have set γ = 0 for the nodal elements, which yields a

purely elstic behaviour, as depicted in Figure 3. The calibration of the material

parameters will be explained in Section 3.1.
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Figure 3: Rheological model for nodal (left) and vertex (right) segments. Con-
tractility parameters Υc

A and Υc
L are only used at the wound edge.

2.1.4 Numerical solution

The set of non-linear equstions in (3) depends non-linearly on the nodal poisitions

xi and on the relaxed vertices yIw. In addition, these equations, which may be

expressed as,

g(x,yw) = 0 (6)

also include the rest-lengths L of each bar element. These rest-lengths obey the

differential equation in (5), which is discretised in time using a θ − weighted
scheme,

Ln+1 − Ln = ∆tLn+θγ

(
ln+θ − Ln+θ

Ln+θ
− εc

)
(7)

with (•)n+θ = (1− θ)(•)n + θ(•)n+1. We used the value θ = 0.5, which yields a

second-order accurate and unconditionally stable scheme in linear systems. The

relation in (7) allows obtaining an expression of Ln+1 as a function of ln+1 and

other values at time tn. This expression is inserted in the system of equations

in (6) at each time tn+1, and solved in an implicit manner with a fully Newton-

Raphon iterative process. We set the convergence tolerance tol = 1E − 10 and

impose the convergence condition ||δx|| < tol and ||g(x,yw)|| < tol. We have

used the time-step size ∆t1 = 0.6min during the recoil process (up to t = 6min),

and ∆t2 = 1min during the closure process. In some simulations, the latter

time-step was halved in some of the increment in order to achieve convergence.

The total simulation when using a patch of 205 cells took around 150 increments,

and a run time of approximately 20 minutes in Matlab R2018a in a Windows

machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.4 GHz, and 16 GB RAM

memory, working with 2 processors.
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2.2 Wounding and contractility

The Drosophila larval wing imaginal disc is a pseudostratified epithelium con-

taining highly columnar cells. This tissue is therefore an ideal experimental

system for investigating wound healing cell behaviours in 3-dimensions. We

wounded wing disc epithelia by ablating multiple tricellular junctions at the level

of adherens junctions using a pulsed TiSa laser [24]. We then imaged the wound

healing response in wing discs expressing a GFP tagged form of non-muscle

Myosin II using 3D time-lapse confocal microscopy with intervals of 3 minutes

between successive time points. A representative sequence of images is shown in

Figure 5.

We simulate the in silico wounding of the vertex model by degrading the

stiffness of the ablated cells down to 1% of their initial value, and removing the

volume penalisation term in the total energy for these cells, that is, reducing

λV ol to 0 on those ablated cells. This softening, together with the subsequent

removal of these degraded cells and the progressive intercalation of the cells at

the wound edge allows us to simulate progressive wound closure.

We explicitly implement the evolution of an actomyosin purse-string at the

wound edge by applying a decreasing trend to the apical vertex segments, while

applying a constant value at the the lateral sides. In the model, the contractilities

are explicitly given by,

Υ̂c
A =

{
Υc
A

(
1− t−tw

400

)
, t > tw

0, otherwise

Υ̂c
L =

{
Υc
L, t > tw

0, otherwise

where tw ≈ 6 min is the time at which purse-string contractility is activated,

with t = 0 the time for tissue ablation. Our simulations last in average around

150 minutes, so that the factor 1/400 in Υ̂c
A aims at reducing the purse-string

contractility with a similar trend of the concentration of Myosin II measured

and showed in Figure 4. Model parameters Υc
A and Υc

L will be calibrated in

Section 3.1.

2.3 Experimental measurements

Experimental quantifications were averaged across wounds in 5 separate wing

discs. We quantified the evolution of wing disc apical wound area by manually
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Figure 4: Purse-string Myosin II intensity and wound area evolution during
the first hour of wound closure, averaged over 5 wing disc wounds. Myosin II
intensity in the purse-string gradually reduces over time, as the wound closes.
(error bars = S.D.)

tracing the periphery of the wound for the first 72 minutes after wounding. The

wound periphery was particularly clear while wound healing progressed, due to

the formation of an apical actomyosin purse-string (Fig. 5). To quantify the

evolution of wound apical indentation depth, we first generated orthogonal image

views and fitted a line between the highest points of the apical surface either side

of the wound edge. We then calculated the distance along the apicobasal axis

between this line and the position of the wound periphery (most clearly marked

by the actomyosin purse-string, Fig. 5). The relative height was computed from

the depth measurements by assuming that the monolayer had an average height

of 35 µm.

We also quantified the number of T1 transitions by analysing the gradual

reduction in the number of cells at the wound edge. The evolution of the latter

will be compared with our simulations in the next Section. Figure 6 demonstrates

that T1 transitions also occur spatially, along the apicobasal axis in a single

timeframe, as well as temporally in the plane of the epithelium. This justifies

our inclusion of intermediate vertices (Fig, 2).

3 Results

3.1 Model calibration

We use the recoil process for calibrating tissue contractility εc, vertex stiffness

kV 0 and the remodelling rate γ, which measures the viscous response. In order to

avoid stiffness redundancy between vertex and nodal networks, we fix kN = 0.5.
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Figure 5: Drosophila wing disc wound evolution. Apical (a, b, c) and lateral
views (a, b, c) of a Drosophila wing disc expressing a GFP-tagged form of
non-muscle Myosin II at 0 mins (a, a), 6 mins (maximum recoil, b, b) and 45
mins (partial closure, c, c) after wounding. The margin of killed cells (a) and
the wound (b, c) are marked by a green dotted line. The apical surface of the
tissue is marked by a magenta dotted line (a, b, c). Scale bar = 5µm.

Figure 6: Wing disc cell outlines (cells a-h, marked by CAAX-GFP) at two
different apicobasal positions, demonstrating that neighbour exchanges occur
along the apicobasal axis at a single time point. Persistent cell-cell junctions are
in blue, lost junctions in red and gained junctions in yellow

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the recoil to these material parameters.

Tissue contractility εc increases the asymptotic line tension in cells, and as

such increases the final apical and basal areas after recoil. Larger values of recoil

for MyoII activation and higher tension have been reported experimentally [24],

supporting this effect. Material stiffness has an inverse trend, reducing recoil for

larger values of kV 0, which increases the relative energy cost of length changes. In

our formulation, mechanical equilibrium is reached through energy minimisation,

which is proportional to material stiffness and line strains. Consequently, when

stiffness increases, line stretching is in general reduced.

The remodelling rate mimics the viscous and fluid response of the cells. For
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Parameter Value
Contractility εc 1.3
Vertex Stiffness kV 0 0.05
Remodelling rate γ 0.2

Table 1: Values of parameters fitted in recoil phase. Fixed values are kN = 0.3
and kV = 1.

higher values of γ, the characteristic time and the viscosity of the fluid is reduced,

in agreement with the model [17]. Consequently, the area after recoil increases

for a fixed time. The final values of the tissue are given in Table 1. Other

values of nodal and vertex stiffness, kN and kV have been manually fitted so

that the final wound area remains stable at the experimental values, and that

no element is under compression. Although there is some redundancy on their

values (multiple combinations giving similar wound area), we have chosen the

values kN = 0.3 and kV = 1.0.
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Figure 7: Apical wounded area as a function of time for the first 6 minutes
following ablation as simulated using a 65 cell computational tissue. Different
values of (a) background contractility εc, (b) vertex stiffness kV , and (c) and
remodelling rates γ.

3.2 Wound healing simulations

We tested squared patches with different size, from 80 to 205 cells, and generated

for each case cell positions similar to those measured experimentally. We fixed

the positions of the cell-centres at the patch boundary. For the tested sizes

of ablation (from 5 to 11 cells) and patch dimensions, the assumption of zero

displacements on those external cells agreed also with the observed deformations.

We measured the experimental displacements of the boundary cell centres, and
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the mean of their norm was in all cases below 1% of the side of the patch.

In order to test the effects of the wound edge contractility after ablation,

we measured the time evolution of the relative projected area and the relative

height at the wound edge in the in silico model and in vivo. Figures 8 shows

snapshots of the full simulated tissue. Figure 9 shows cross-sections through

the wounded region, where unequal closure at the apical and basal sides can

be observed. Figure 10 shows the standard deviation of the experimental and

simulated wound area evolutions, when using the same cell centre positions and

similar areas for each one of the patches tested. The deviations from the mean

trend are similar, but the mean values of the numerical simulations close slightly

earlier than the in vivo wounds. More sophisticated contractility profiles were

needed in order to delay the simulated closure.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Computational epithelial tissue with 205 cells and 8 ablated cells,
shown in side view for applied apical contractility of Υc

A = 2.3. (a) Apical
view of epithelial computational tissue shows the maximum recoil (t=10 min).
(b) Wound edge cell before intercalation t=30 min. (c) Wound edge cell after
intercalation t=32 min. (d) Final time step of wound closure process t=52 min.
The colour map illustrates the relative volume change.

The parameter study of apical contraction Υc
A in Figure 11 shows that below

a threshold value of ≈ 2.2, contractility is insufficient to close the wound, for the

tested material parameters. However, the changes on the purse-string tension
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Computational epithelial tissue with 205 cells and 8 ablated cells,
shown in cross section view for applied apical contractility of Υc

A = 2.3. (a)
Apical of epithelial computational tissue shows the maximum recoil t=10 min.
(b) Wound edge cell before intercalation t=30 min. (c) Wound edge cell after
intercalation t=52 min. (d) Final time step of wound closure process. The colour
map illustrates the relative volume change.

have a minimal effect on the relative height evolution (see Figure 11b). We

remark that the material parameters also have an effect on the closure time and

profile: higher values of stiffness and tissue contractility εc delay or may prevent

closure, while higher viscosity (lower value of γ) may also delay the closure

process. These material properties have been calibrated in order to match the

recoil, but also the rate of closure.

Recently, it has been shown that changes in tissue height occur as a result

of increased apicobasal contractility [14, 22]. We therefore also tested the effect

of increased lateral contractility on wound closure. For increasing values of Υc
L,

the height diminishes, as expected, and the closure of the area is in turn also

accelerated (see the plots in Figure 12). Despite the fact that lateral edges are

inclined due to the higher area reduction in the apical side, and oppose closure,

their global effect is to contribute to closure due to the volume constraint.

We also analyse the evolution of the transitions, or equivalently, the number

of cells at the wound edge. Figure 13a shows the evolution of the number of

cells at the wound edge. While the experimental evolution is progressive, our

simulations exhibit a more sudden concentration of the transitions. This may be

due to the geometrical control of the transitions in the vertex discretisation. We
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Figure 10: Mean values and standard deviation of the experimental and numerical
area evolution.
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Figure 11: Area (a) and height (b) evolution as a function of apical purse-string
contractility Υc

A.

are currently investigating more accurate cell descriptions in order to obtain less

drastic T1 transitions.

In order to measure the effect of the volume constraint, we checked the

evolution of the apical area for different values of λV ol. Figure 13b shows that

in fact, to strict or too relaxed volume preservation may impede wound closure.

In our simulations, when λV ol = 25 or λV ol = 10, the wound does not close. In

the first case this is due to the need to increase the cell size to some extent in

order to recover the same sized patch with fewer cells (we do not simulate cell
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Figure 12: Area (a) and height (b) evolution as a function of lateral purse-string
contractility Υc

L.

proliferation). In the second case, when λV ol is too low, the recoil is too large

and cell adapt to the purse-string by changing size instead of closing the wound

through intercalation. In our simulations we used λV ol = 20, which garantees

that the mean deviation of each cells remains below 10%.
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Figure 13: (a) Evolution of the mean number of junctions at apical wound
perimeter in vivo and in the simulations. (b) Evolution of volume in the
wounded region as a function penalisation factor λV ol. The cases with λ10 and
λ25did not converge.

4 Conclusions and discussion

Recent experimental analyses have shown that wound closure is not only driven

by tissue tension and contractility , but also by the rate of intercalation, so-called
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tissue fluidity [24]. The present model aims at extending this analysis to three

dimensions, by including lateral contractility, and allowing the simulation of

different intercalation at the apical and basal side.

We used the recoil process to calibrate the material parameters that char-

acterise tissue viscoelastic properties. The rate of wound expansion just after

ablation is a useful measure of tissue viscosity, which we simulated through a

variable rest-length L(t) that adapts according to a remodelling rate γ. This

parameter, and tissue contractility εc have been experimentally measured in

vitro [26] for suspended monolayers. We showed that εc takes the value ≈ 0.3,

which is close to our fitted value from the in vivo measurements of the area

evolution. We here also showed that the recoil can be employed to evaluate this

material property and that it indeed determined the final expansion.

Based on experimental observations of the evolution of myosin concentration,

we applied non constant trends on the apical and lateral surfaces of the wound.

We encountered a minimum value of apical tension at the wound edge, below

which no closure takes place. When Υc
A is lower than approximately 2.3, the

tissue in unable to surmount line tension between cells, given by εc in the model.

It appears thus that the ratio between purse-string tension (given in the model by

Υc
A) and cell line tension (in the model represented by εc) modulates the speed

of closure, and that for too low values, closure may not succeed. Experimentally,

too high values of line tension have been also shown to slow down or even prevent

closure [24].

We additionally observed that although lateral tension contributes in general

to wound closure, depending on the tissue thickness, the net contribution of

lateral purse-string contractility, regulated by Υc
L, the duration of the healing

process is shortened. Further inspection of the whole shape and cross-section of

the wound along the apicobasal axis and accurate measurements of the height

profile are necessary to corroborate this fact. This is a challenging task, given the

high aspect ratio (thickness/diameter) of the cells and their high light scattering.

We also note that purse-string apical tension has very minor effects on the height

evolution, but lateral contractility does modify the values of tissue thickness and

importantly, also area evolution (see Figure 12).

Our numerical results indicated that apical purse-string tension, when applied

together with volume preservation induced a reduction of the height, due to

the expansion of the tissue. We point out though that in our model, lateral

contractility is applied on the whole height of the tissue. This may not be so in

the real tissue, where lateral myosin may not be homogeneous along the thickness.
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Further discretisation of the monolayer along the apicobasal axis seems necessary

to simulate the specific localisation of lateral myosin on the apical side. We

expect that more accurate experimental measurements and model enhancements

will allow us to quantify cell mechanical contribution and regulation more closely

during wound closure, which as shown, are more complex than a 2D analysis

may reveal.

The evolution of relative height in vivo and in vitro plotted in Figures 11b

and 12b also revealed that the initial height of the monolayer was not recovered,

even when the wound was fully closed. In our model, this fact can be explained

by the reduced number of cells in the patch after ablation. The reduction in

the total volume reduction is compensated by a height reduction, since the

patch area is fixed. In the experiments, whether the patch recovers the initial

height after a sufficiently long period is still under study. This analysis, and

the evolution of the material properties after successive re-wounding is left for

further investigations.
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